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Abstract
We study the set of points of nondifferentiability, called the singular set, of the value function of a
Bolza optimal control problem. The value function is a viscosity solution to an associated Hamilton–
Jacobi equation. The method of characteristics associates to this equation a Hamiltonian system, that
in turn can be used to study the propagation of singularities of the value function. In particular, we ob-
tain an extension of the Rankine–Hugoniot type condition, which is well-known in the conservation
law theory.
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The purpose of this paper is to investigate some properties of the value function of an
optimal control problem of Bolza type. We are particularly interested by singularities of
the nonsmooth solution to the associated Hamilton–Jacobi equation (the value function).
It is well known that the necessary conditions for optimality given by the Pontryagin max-
imum principle lead to the characteristic equations for a Hamilton–Jacobi equation. In
general, except for special problems like the linear-quadratic regulator, the value function
is typically nonsmooth. Hence, the difficulties in finding solutions to the Hamilton–Jacobi
equation or, equivalently, in finding solutions to optimal control problems, call for the
analysis of singularities.
There is a large body of literature on singularities of solutions to the Hamilton–Jacobi
equation. Most of these papers deal with topological properties of the singular set. For ex-
ample, Dafermos in [16] studies the singular sets for hyperbolic conservation laws, but only
in dimension one. Cannarsa and Soner [9] analyze the local structure of the singular set of
viscosity solutions which satisfy certain Lipschitz type condition. Some necessary and suf-
ficient conditions for the propagation of singularities of semiconcave functions with linear
modulus of semiconcavity were given by Cannarsa and Sinestrari [8], and for solutions to
nonlinear first order PDEs by Albano and Cannarsa in [2]. In [1] Albano studied the same
question for general semiconcave functions. They also provided some applications to the
Hamilton–Jacobi equations.
Some papers deal with the optimal control problems directly. For example, Cannarsa
and Frankowska [7] prove that the smoothness of the value function at a point of an op-
timal trajectory implies the smoothness at all later times along this trajectory. Whereas
Caroff and Frankowska [12,13] give some conditions for the absence of shocks, i.e., for
smoothness of the value function. In most of these papers, the main interest is to establish
the differentiability of value function or, equivalently, of solutions to the Hamilton–Jacobi
equation.
The singularities were studied by Kiefer and Schättler in [18] from a geometrical
point of view. They analyze and explain singularities in solutions to the Hamilton–Jacobi
equation through the behavior of the extremals (trajectories which satisfy the necessary
conditions of the Pontryagin maximum principle) of the optimal control problem.
The main object of this paper is an analysis of singularities of the value function associ-
ated to an optimal control problem of Bolza type. To study the propagation of singularities
of the value function we use characteristics, i.e., a Hamiltonian system associated to the
corresponding Hamilton–Jacobi equation. This paper can be considered as a continuation
of investigation by Caroff [10], but in our case the reachable gradient of value function has
any finite number of elements, whereas in [10] it has exactly two elements.
It is worth pointing out that in particular we obtain an extension of the Rankine–
Hugoniot type condition, which appears in the conservation law theory (see, e.g., [17]).
It is well known that under appropriate smoothness assumptions, the value function V
is locally Lipschitz and the function u := − ∂V
∂x
satisfies the system of conservation law
ut + ∂∂xH(t, x,u) = 0 for a.e. x (where V is supposed to be twice differentiable).
In the classical theory of conservation laws it is assumed that locally the points of jumpdiscontinuity arrange themselves along a C1-hypersurface Σ and the solution is C1 on
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propagation are interrelated through the Rankine–Hugoniot condition
(u+ − u−)nt +
(
H(t, x,u+)−H(t, x,u−)
)
nx = 0,
where (nt , nx) = 0 denotes a normal vector to Σ and u±(t, x) = limε→+∞ u((t, x)± εn).
In our context we obtain a condition of the same type.
This work is divided into four sections. Some definitions and results from nonsmooth
analysis are recalled in Section 2, whereas in Section 3 we formulate the optimal control
problem of Bolza type and provide some properties of the value function of that problem.
The main result is presented in Section 4.
In this paper, we use the following notations:
BR(x0) the open ball of center x0 and radius R, BR = BR(0), B = B1,
〈·,·〉, ‖ · ‖ the inner product and the norm in Rn,
Lim inf, Lim sup the lower and upper set-valued limit,
K  xν → x the convergence in K , i.e., xν ∈ K, xν → x,
coA the closed convex hull of the set A,
for a function ϕ :R×Rn → R,
ϕt = ∂ϕ
∂t
, Dϕ = ∂ϕ
∂x
=
(
∂ϕ
∂x1
, . . . ,
∂ϕ
∂xn
)
,
∇ϕ = (ϕt ,Dϕ) =
(
∂ϕ
∂t
,
∂ϕ
∂x1
, . . . ,
∂ϕ
∂xn
)
.
2. Preliminaries
We recall some definitions and basic results from nonsmooth analysis which will be
needed in the next sections.
Definition 1. Let ϕ :Rn →R be a Lipschitz map around some x0 ∈Rn. The subdifferential
of ϕ at x0 is defined by
∂−ϕ(x0) =
{
p ∈Rn: lim inf
y→x0
ϕ(y)− ϕ(x0)− 〈p,y − x0〉
‖y − x0‖  0
}
.
The superdifferential ∂+ϕ(x0) of ϕ at x0 is defined by
∂+ϕ(x0) =
{
p ∈Rn: lim sup
y→x0
ϕ(y)− ϕ(x0)− 〈p,y − x0〉
‖y − x0‖  0
}
.
A reachable gradient of ϕ at x0, denoted by ∂∗ϕ(x0), is the set of all cluster points of
gradients Dϕ(xν), when {xν} converges to x0 and ϕ is differentiable at xν , i.e.,
∗ { }∂ ϕ(x0) = Lim sup
x→x0
Dϕ(x) .
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tional derivative of ϕ at x0 in the direction v ∈Rn by
ϕ0(x0;v) = lim sup
x→x0, h→0+
ϕ(x + hv)− ϕ(x)
h
.
See [5] for the definition and study of set-valued limits and super/subdifferentials and
[15,20] for the notion of regularized derivatives and generalized gradients.
Proposition 2 [15]. Let ϕ :Rn → R be locally Lipschitz around some x0 ∈ Rn. Then the
following properties hold true:
(a) If ∂∗ϕ(x0) is a singleton, then ϕ is differentiable at x0 and ∂∗ϕ(x0) = {Dϕ(x0)}.
(b) For all v ∈Rn, ϕ0(x0;v) = maxp∈∂cϕ(x0)〈p,v〉.
Definition 3. Let K be a convex subset of Rn. We say that a function ϕ :K → R is semi-
concave if there exists a nondecreasing function ω :R+ → R+ such that limρ→0+ ω(ρ) = 0
and
λϕ(x)+ (1 − λ)ϕ(y)− ϕ(λx + (1 − λ)y) λ(1 − λ)|x − y|ω(|x − y|)
for every x, y ∈ K and any λ ∈ [0,1]. The function ω is called a modulus of semiconcavity
of ϕ. A function ϕ :Rn →R is called locally semiconcave if it is semiconcave on a convex
neighborhood of each x ∈ Rn.
Recall that a semiconcave function is locally Lipschitz continuous (cf. [8, Theo-
rem 2.1.8]) and for all x ∈Rn, ∂+ϕ(x) = co(∂∗ϕ(x)) (cf. [8, Theorem 3.3.6]).
Now we focus on the singular set of a locally Lipschitz function ϕ :Rn → R. We denote
Σ(ϕ) the set of all points x ∈ Rn at which ϕ fails to be differentiable (in the classical sense)
or, equivalently, in the case of a semiconcave function, at which ∂∗ϕ(x) is not a singleton.
The points of Σ(ϕ) are called singular points (singularities) of ϕ. The set of all differen-
tiability points of ϕ (i.e., the regular points) has a full measure in Rn (by Rademacher’s
theorem). Therefore Σ(ϕ) has zero Lebesgue measure. The structure of the singular set
for ϕ, being a semiconcave function, hence locally Lipschitz as well, was analyzed in sev-
eral papers (cf. [1–4,8,9] and the references therein). For example, it was shown that Σ(ϕ)
can be covered by countably many Lipschitz hypersurfaces of dimension n − 1, or that
Σ(ϕ) is countably (n− 1)-rectifiable (see [4]).
Definition 4. Given a set K ⊂ Rn and x ∈ K , we denote by TK(x) the contingent cone to
K at x defined by
TK(x) :=
{
v ∈Rn: lim inf
h→0+
dK(x + hv)
h
= 0
}
,
where dK(x) := d(x,K) = infy∈K ‖x − y‖ is the distance from x to K or, equivalently,{ }
TK(x) = v ∈ Rn: ∃hν → 0+ ∃vν → v: ∀ν x + hνvν ∈ K ;
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CK(x) :=
{
v ∈ Rn: ∀hν → 0+ ∀K  xν → x ∃vν → v: ∀ν xν + hνvν ∈ K
};
and by NK(x) the normal cone to K at x
NK(x) :=
{
v ∈Rn: ∀u ∈ CK(x), 〈v,u〉 0
}
.
We need the following very useful theorem.
Theorem 5. Let K ⊂Rn be a closed set and x ∈ K . Then
Lim inf
Ky→x TK(y) = Lim infKy→x co
(
TK(y)
)= CK(x) ⊂ TK(x).
See, for instance, [5, Theorem 4.1.10] for the proof.
3. Value function of the Bolza problem
The aim of this section is to discuss some properties of the value function of the Bolza
optimal control problem.
Fix 0 < T < +∞ and t0 ∈ [0, T ]. Consider a complete separable metric space U ,
called here the control set, and denote by U the class of all Lebesgue measurable maps
u : [0, T ] → U , the space of admissible controls.
The Bolza optimal control problem is the following minimization problem:
minimize
T∫
t0
L
(
t, x(t), u(t)
)
dt + g(x(T )) (1)
over solution/control pairs (x,u) of a control system{
x′(t) = f (t, x(t), u(t)), u(t) ∈ U ,
x(t0) = x0, (2)
where L : [0, T ] × Rn × U → R, g :Rn → R, f : [0, T ] × Rn × U → Rn are given. As-
sume that for every fixed (t0, x0, u) ∈ [0, T ] × Rn × U the system (2) has at most one
solution x( · ; t0, x0, u) ∈ W 1,1(t0, T ;Rn). The cost function Φ and the value function V
are defined as
Φ : [0, T ] ×Rn × U  (t0, x0, u) →
T∫
t0
L
(
t, x(t; t0, x0, u), u(t)
)
dt
+ g(x(T ; t0, x0, u)) ∈R∪ {+∞},
V : [0, T ] ×Rn  (t0, x0) → inf
u∈U
Φ(t0, x0, u),
where we have set Φ(t0, x0, u) = +∞ if the function L( · , x( · ; t0, x0, u), u(·)) is not inte-
grable or if x( · ; t0, x0, u) corresponding to u is not defined on [t0, T ].
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control problem is defined by
H(t, x,p) := sup
u∈U
(〈
p,f (t, x,u)
〉−L(t, x,u)).
Under appropriate assumptions V is a viscosity solution to the following Hamilton–Jacobi
equation:
−∂V
∂t
+H
(
t, x,−∂V
∂x
)
= 0, V (T , · ) = g(·), (3)
i.e., for all (t, x) ∈ ]0, T [ ×Rn we have
∀(pt ,px) ∈ ∂−V (t, x), −pt +H(t, x,−px) 0 viscosity supersolution,
∀(pt ,px) ∈ ∂+V (t, x), −pt +H(t, x,−px) 0 viscosity subsolution.
We mention only that in general the terminal value problem (3) does not possess smooth so-
lutions even when the data are C∞. The method of characteristics applied to this problem
exhibits shocks which justify that solutions cannot be smooth. Moreover, in this context
studying the characteristics is particularly interesting, because the information about opti-
mal solutions of the Bolza problem allows to eliminate characteristics not related to optimal
trajectories.
Throughout the paper we assume that f, L are so that
H(1) For every locally Lipschitz, differentiable, bounded from below g :Rn → R we have
(i) Existence: for every (t0, x0) ∈ [0, T ] × Rn there exists an optimal solution to
(1), (2).
(ii) Lipschitz continuity of V : V is locally Lipschitz on [0, T ] ×Rn.
(iii) Stability of optimal trajectories: if a sequence {(ti , x0i )} ⊂ [0, T ]×Rn converge
to some (t0, x0), and a sequence of trajectory/control pairs {(xi, ui)}i1 and a
trajectory/control pair (x,u) defined on [0, T ] are so that xi converge uniformly
to x and for all i  1, (xi, ui) is optimal for (1), (2) with (t0, x0) replaced by
(ti , x0i ), then (x,u) is also optimal for (1), (2).
(iv) Maximum principle: f, L are differentiable in the second variable and for every
(t0, x0) ∈ [0, T ] × Rn if (x¯, u¯) is an optimal trajectory/control pair for (1), (2),
then the solution p(·) to the adjoint system
−p′ = ∂f
∂x
(
t, x¯(t), u¯(t)
)∗
p − ∂L
∂x
(
t, x¯(t), u¯(t)
)
, p(T ) = −∇g(x¯(T ))
is defined on [t0, T ] and satisfies the maximum principle〈
p(t), f
(
t, x¯(t), u¯(t)
)〉−L(t, x¯(t), u¯(t))= H (t, x¯(t),p(t))
a.e. in [t0, T ].
(v) Lipschitz regularity of dynamics: for every (t0, x0) ∈ [0, T ] × Rn if (x¯, u¯)
is an optimal trajectory/control pair for (1), (2), then there exists ε > 0
and an integrable function k : [t0, T ] → R+ such that for all t ∈ [t0, T ],
(f (t, · , u¯(t)),L(t, · , u¯(t))) is k(t)-Lipschitz on Bε(x¯(t)).
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satisfy the above properties (see, for instance, [6,7,10,11,14]). A possible set of conditions
is the following:
H(1a) U is a closed subset of a separable Banach space, f : [0, T ] × Rn × U → Rn is
continuous, L : [0, T ] ×Rn × U → R is lower semicontinuous in the last variable,
f,L are differentiable in the second variable, the Hamiltonian H is locally bounded
and
(i) ∃M > 0 ∀(t, x,u) ∈ [0, T ] ×Rn ×U ,∥∥f (t, x,u)∥∥M(1 + ‖x‖ + ‖u‖);
(ii) ∀R > 0 ∃lR: ∀t1, t2 ∈ [0, T ] ∀x1, x2 ∈ BR ∀u ∈ U ,∥∥f (t1, x1, u)− f (t2, x2, u)∥∥ lR(|t1 − t2| + ‖x1 − x2‖)(1 + ‖u‖2);
(iii) ∃c > 0 ∀(t, x,u) ∈ [0, T ] ×Rn ×U ,
L(t, x,u) c‖u‖2;
(iv) ∀R > 0 ∃kR: ∀t1, t2 ∈ [0, T ] ∀x1, x2 ∈ BR ∀u ∈ U ,∥∥L(t1, x1, u)−L(t2, x2, u)∥∥ kR(|t1 − t2| + ‖x1 − x2‖)(1 + ‖u‖2);
(v) the set {(f (t, x,u),L(t, x,u) + r) ∈ Rn × R: u ∈ U, r  0} is closed and
convex for every (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] ×Rn.
See [10,11] for the proofs.
Another important assumption concerns the Hamiltonian H .
H(2) H : [0, T ] ×Rn ×Rn → R is locally Lipschitz and
(i) H(t, · , · ) is differentiable for all t ∈ [0, T ];
(ii) H(t, x, · ) is strictly convex for every (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] ×Rn;
(iii) for every (t0, x0,p0) ∈ [0, T ] ×Rn ×Rn the solution (x(·),p(·)) to the Hamil-
tonian system{
x′(t) = ∂H
∂p
(t, x(t),p(t)), x(t0) = x0,
p′(t) = − ∂H
∂x
(t, x(t),p(t)), p(t0) = p0,
(4)
is unique, defined on [0, T ] and depends continuously (in the space of continu-
ous functions C([0, T ])) on (t0, x0,p0);
(iv) the value function V is a viscosity solution to (3).
Assumptions H(1a) imply H(2)(iv). Other standard sufficient conditions for the value func-
tion of the Bolza problem to be a viscosity solution to Hamilton–Jacobi equation (3) may
be found, for instance, in [8,12,19].
Recall that if u ∈ U is so that H(t, x,p) = 〈p,f (t, x,u)〉 − L(t, x,u) and f (t, · , u),
L(t, · , u) are differentiable at x, then
∂H ∂H ∂f ∗ ∂L
∂p
(t, x,p) = f (t, x,u),
∂x
(t, x,p) =
∂x
(t, x,u) p −
∂x
(t, x,u).
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using the Hamiltonian system. Namely, if H(1)(iv) and H(2)(i) hold true and x : [t0, T ] →
R
n is an optimal trajectory for problem (1), (2), then there exists p : [t0, T ] →Rn such that
(x(·),p(·)) solves the following Hamiltonian system:{
x′ = ∂H
∂p
(t, x,p), x(t0) = x0,
p′ = − ∂H
∂x
(t, x,p), p(T ) = −∇g(x(T )).
(5)
It is well known that system (5) does not guarantee the optimality, i.e., for some (x(·),p(·))
solving (5) it may happen that x is not optimal. In such a case, if the optimal solution to (1),
(2) exists, we can find another solution to (5) with a different x(T ) satisfying x(t0) = x0,
i.e., a shock may happen in the method of characteristics.
Theorem 6. Let the hypotheses H(1), H(2) hold true and g : Rn → R be differentiable,
locally Lipschitz, and bounded from below. Then for all (pt ,px) ∈ ∂∗V (t0, x0) we have
pt = H(t0, x0,−px). Furthermore,
(a) The value function V is locally semiconcave on ]0, T [ ×Rn.
(b) For every (t0, x0) ∈ [0, T ] × Rn such that V (t0, · ) is differentiable at x0 if x is
an optimal trajectory of (1), (2), then there exists an absolutely continuous func-
tion p(·) : [t0, T ] → Rn such that (x,p) solves the Hamiltonian system (5) and
−p(t0) = DV (t0, x0). In particular, the optimal trajectory to (1), (2) is unique at
(t0, x0).
(c) For every (t0, x0) ∈ [0, T ] × Rn and all p0 ∈ Rn such that (H(t0, x0,−p0),−p0) ∈
∂∗V (t0, x0), there exists an optimal trajectory x of (1), (2) and an absolutely contin-
uous function p(·) : [t0, T ] → Rn such that (x,p) solves the Hamiltonian system (5)
and p(t0) = p0.
(d) For every (t0, x0) ∈ [0, T ]×Rn such that V (t0, · ) is differentiable at x0, V is differen-
tiable at (t0, x0).
(e) For every (t0, x0) ∈ [0, T ] × Rn if x¯ is an optimal trajectory of (1), (2), then for all
t > t0, V (· , ·) is differentiable at (t, x¯(t)).
(f) For every (t0, x0) ∈ ]0, T ] ×Rn,
Lim sup
(t,x)→(t−0 ,x0)
{
∂V
∂x
(t, x)
}
= Lim sup
x→x0
{
∂V
∂x
(t0, x)
}
=: ∂∗xV (t0, x0).
Consequently, if p0 ∈ ∂∗xV (t0, x0), then (H(t0, x0,−p0),−p0) ∈ ∂∗V (t0, x0).
Proof. Since V is a viscosity solution to (3), if V is differentiable at (t, x), then
∂V
∂t
(t, x) = H
(
t, x,−∂V
∂x
(t, x)
)
.
So the first claim follows from the very definition of ∂∗V (t0, x0).
Statement (a) results from [8, Theorem 5.3.8]. To prove other statements we proceed asin [7]. Let (t0, x0) be as in (b), (x¯, u¯) be an optimal trajectory/control pair of (1), (2), and
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By the variational equation for every w0 ∈Rn and the solution w(·) to
w′ = ∂f
∂x
(
t, x¯(t), u¯(t)
)
w, w(t0) = w0,
there exist solutions {xh(·)}h>0 to x′ = f (t, x, u¯(t)), x(t0) = x0 +hw0 such that the differ-
ence quotients (xh− x¯)/h converge uniformly on [t0, T ] to w when h → 0+. By optimality
of (x¯, u¯),
V (t0, x0) = g
(
x¯(T )
)+
T∫
t0
L
(
t, x¯(t), u¯(t)
)
dt and
V (t0, x0 + hw0) g
(
xh(T )
)+
T∫
t0
L
(
t, xh(t), u¯(t)
)
dt.
Taking the difference, dividing by h, and passing to the limit, we deduce that
〈
DV (t0, x0),w0
〉

〈∇g(x¯(T )),w(T )〉+
T∫
t0
〈
∂L
∂x
(
t, x¯(t), u¯(t)
)
,w(t)
〉
dt.
Since p solves the adjoint system, the last inequality and integration by parts imply that
〈DV (t0, x0),w0〉 〈−p(t0),w0〉. But w0 ∈ Rn being arbitrary, we deduce that −p(t0) =
DV (t0, x0) which yields (b).
To show (c) fix any (pt ,px) ∈ ∂∗V (t0, x0) and let (ti , x0i ) → (t0, x0) be such that V is
differentiable at (ti , x0i ) and limi→∞ ∇V (ti , x0i ) = (pt ,px). Let (xi, ui) be an optimal tra-
jectory/control pair of (1), (2) with (t0, x0) replaced by (ti , x0i ) and pi(·) be the correspond-
ing co-state of the maximum principle. From (b) we know that −pi(ti) = DV (ti, x0i ).
Thus (xi,pi) solves the Hamiltonian system{
x′ = ∂H
∂p
(t, x,p), x(ti) = x0i ,
p′ = − ∂H
∂x
(t, x,p), p(ti) = −DV (ti, x0i ).
Extend (xi,pi) on the whole interval [0, T ] as the solution to the above system. By H(2)(iii)
the sequence {(xi,pi)} converge uniformly to the solution (x,p) of{
x′ = ∂H
∂p
(t, x,p), x(t0) = x0,
p′ = − ∂H
∂x
(t, x,p), p(t0) = −px ,
and by H(1)(iii), x is optimal.
To prove (d) assume that V (t0, · ) is differentiable at x0. By the maximum principle, for
every optimal solution of (1), (2) there exists an absolutely continuous p such that (x,p)
solves the Hamiltonian system (5) and, by (b), p(t0) = −DV (t0, x0). From (c) we deduce
that the set {px ∈ Rn: ∃pt ∈ R, (pt ,px) ∈ ∂∗V (t0, x0)} is a singleton. Thus ∂∗V (t0, x0) =
{(H(t0, x0,−DV (t0, x0)),−DV (t0, x0))}. By Proposition 2, V is differentiable at (t0, x0).
To show (e) fix an optimal trajectory/control pair (x¯, u¯) of (1), (2). Since H is lo-
cally Lipschitz and there exists p(·) such that (x¯,p) solves the Hamiltonian system (5)
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L(·, x¯(·), u¯( · )) is essentially bounded on [t0, T ].
We first claim that
∀(pt ,px) ∈ ∂+V
(
t, x¯(t)
)
, −pt +H
(
t, x¯(t),−px
)= 0 a.e. in [t0, T ]. (6)
For this aim define an absolutely continuous function ψ : [t0, T ] → Rn by ψ(t) =∫ t
t0
L(s, x¯(s), u¯(s)) ds. Let t ∈ ]t0, T ] be such that ψ ′(t) = L(t, x¯(t), u¯(t)) and x¯′(t) =
f (t, x¯(t), u¯(t)). The set of such t is of full measure in [t0, T ].
Fix (pt ,px) ∈ ∂+V (t, x¯(t)). Since V is a viscosity subsolution to (3), we know that
−pt +H(t, x¯(t),−px) 0. So it is enough to prove that
−pt +
〈−px,f (t, x¯(t), u¯(t))〉−L(t, x¯(t), u¯(t)) 0.
By the optimality of (x¯, u¯), for all small h > 0,
V
(
t − h, x¯(t − h))= V (t, x¯(t))+
t∫
t−h
L
(
s, x¯(s), u¯(s)
)
ds.
Thus from the very definition of superdifferential we deduce that
L
(
t, x¯(t), u¯(t)
)+ pt + 〈px,f (t, x¯(t), u¯(t))〉 0
proving our claim.
Observe next that (6) and strict convexity of H(t, x¯(t), · ) imply that ∂+V (t, x¯(t)) is
singleton for almost all t ∈ [t0, T ]. From (c) we deduce that for almost all t ∈ [t0, T ], the
optimal solution to problem (1), (2) with (t0, x0) replaced by (t, x¯(t)) is unique. Since
concatenation of any two solutions of (2) is again a solution of (2), we deduce that for all
t ∈ ]t0, T ], the optimal solution of (1), (2) with (t0, x0) replaced by (t, x¯(t)) is unique. Ap-
plying again (c), we obtain that ∂∗V (t, x¯(t)) is a singleton for all t ∈ ]t0, T ]. Proposition 2
yields (e).
To prove (f) consider any sequence xν → x0 such that ∂V∂x (t0, xν) exists and we have
∂V
∂x
(t0, xν) → p¯. We consider also any sequences tι → t0−, zι → xν such that V (tι, · ) is
differentiable at zι. By (d) V is differentiable at (tι, zι) and at (t0, xν). Since V is locally
semiconcave on ]0, T [ ×Rn, we know that ∂∗V (t0, xν) is a singleton. Thus
lim
ι→∞
∂V
∂x
(tι, zι) = ∂V
∂x
(t0, xν).
Applying a digitalization process, we can extract a subsequence (tιν , zιν ) → (t0, x0) such
that ∂V
∂x
(tιν , xιν ) converge to p¯ when ν → ∞. Hence
Lim sup
x→x0
{
∂V
∂x
(t0, x)
}
⊂ Lim sup
(t,x)→(t−0 ,x0)
{
∂V
∂x
(t, x)
}
.
Consider next a sequence (tν, x0ν) → (t−0 , x0) such that ∂V∂x (tν, x0ν) converge to
some px . Let xν be an optimal trajectory of (1), (2) with (t0, x0) replaced by (tν, x0ν)
and pν be the corresponding co-state of the maximum principle. Then (xν,pν) solves the
Hamiltonian system (4) with (t0, x0) replaced by (tν, x0ν) and p0 by − ∂V∂x (tν, x0ν) on the
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Hamiltonian system (4). By H(2)(iii), (xν,pν) converge uniformly to the solution (x,p)
of (4) with p0 = −px . Then also pν(t0) converge to −px . But from (e) we know that
V (t0, · ) is differentiable at xν(t0) and by (b) that pν(t0) = − ∂V∂x (t0, xν(t0)). This ends the
proof. 
4. Propagation of singularities
In [8, Theorem 4.3.2] for a semiconcave function ϕ and π0 ∈ ∂+ϕ(x0)\∂∗ϕ(x0) the au-
thors investigate Lipschitz propagation of singularities in the directions normal to ∂+ϕ(x0)
at π0. Notice that all extremal points of ∂cϕ(x0) are contained in ∂∗ϕ(x0). So π0 is not ex-
tremal for the superdifferential ∂+ϕ(x0). As we have shown in the previous section, when
ϕ is the value function, then the set-valued map ∂∗ϕ(·) is particularly interesting, since it
is related to optimal trajectories.
Let Σ be the set of all singular points of the value function V , i.e., points where V is
not differentiable, and ∂∗xV (t0, x0) denote the set Lim supx→x0
{
∂V
∂x
(t0, x)
}
. Our aim is to
show that in some cases elements of the set ext∂cxV (t0, x0) (extremal points of generalized
gradient of V (t0, · ) at x0) propagate backward in time along n-dimensional Lipschitzian
hypersurfaces contained in Σ .
Theorem 7. Let hypotheses H(1) and H(2) hold true. Suppose that (t0, x0) ∈ ]0, T ]×Rn is
a singular point of the value function V and that the reachable gradient of V (t0, · ) at x0
has a finite number of elements, i.e., ∂∗xV (t0, x0) = {p1, . . . , pm}. Then for every α > 0 and
all pk ∈ ext ∂cxV (t0, x0) there exist δ > 0 and Lipschitzian hypersurfaces {Σk(t)}t∈[t0−δ,t0]
of dimension n− 1 in Rn such that
graph
(
Σk
)
is a Lipschitzian hypersurface of dimension n in Rn+1,
graph
(
Σk
)⊂ Σ
and for all t ∈ [t0 − δ, t0] and x ∈ Σk(t), ∂∗xV (t, x)∩Bα(pk) = ∅.
Furthermore,
∃j = k such that (H(t0, x0,−pk)−H(t0, x0,−pj ),pk − pj ) ∈ Ngraph(Σk)(t0, x0).
In particular, this implies that for some (nt , nx) ∈ Ngraph(Σk)(t0, x0) the Rankine–Hugoniot
type conditions are satisfied by the function − ∂V
∂x
, i.e.,
(pk − pj )nt =
(
H(t0, x0,−pk)−H(t0, x0,−pj )
)
nx.
Proof. Let us denote by (xi(·), p¯i (·)) the solution to the Hamiltonian system (4) with
p0 = pi , for i = 1, . . . ,m. By Theorem 6(c) there exists ε¯ > 0 such that Bε¯(xi(T )) ∩
Bε¯(xj (T )) = ∅ for i = j .
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orem 6(c) and assumption H(2)(iii) it follows that there exists ε > 0 such that for all
t ∈ [t0 − ε, t0], y ∈ Bε(x0), and px ∈ ∂∗xV (t, y), the solution (x,p)( · ; t, y,−px) verifies
x(T ) ∈
m⋃
i=1
Bε¯
(
xi(T )
)
.
We apply the penalization technique as in [10]. For this aim, define the sets
Ωi :=
{
x(T ; t, y,−px) ∈ Bε¯
(
xi(T )
)
: (t, y) ∈ [t0 − ε, t0] ×Bε(x0), px ∈ ∂∗xV (t, x)
}
for i = 1, . . . ,m. We have Ωi ∩ Ωj = ∅ for all i = j and, by the choice of ε¯, there exists
 > 0 such that
(coΩi +B)∩ (coΩj +B) = ∅ for all i = j.
Setting gi :Rn  y → g(y) + 12 dist2(y, coΩi + B), consider the following penalized
problems (i = 1, . . . ,m):
minimize
T∫
t0
L
(
t, x(t), u(t)
)
dt + gi
(
x(T )
) (Pi )
over solution/control pairs (x,u) of the control system (2). The value functions associated
to these problems are defined by
V i(t, y) = min
u∈U
T∫
t
L
(
τ, x(τ ), u(τ )
)
dτ + gi
(
x(T )
)
,
where (x,u) is a trajectory/control pair of the control system (2) with (t0, x0) replaced by
(t, y). Then V (t, y) = mini=1,...,m V i(t, y) when (t, y) ∈ [t0 − ε, t0] × Bε(x0). Moreover,
by Theorem 6(a), the function V i is locally semiconcave for every i = 1, . . . ,m.
We claim that
∂∗xV i(t0, x0) = {pi}, ∀i = 1, . . . ,m, (7)
and thus pi = ∂V∂x (t0, x0).
Indeed, it is clear that V i(t0, x0) = V (t0, x0) and that xi is optimal for problem (Pi ).
Thus every optimal trajectory to (Pi ) ends in coΩi + B and so every optimal solution to
(Pi ) is also optimal for problem (1), (2). This implies that the optimal trajectory of (Pi ) is
unique.
By Theorem 6(c), ∂∗xV i(t0, x0) is a singleton. So V i(t0, · ) is differentiable at x0. Then
−p¯i(t0) = pi and −p¯i(t0) = DV i(t0, x0) by optimality of xi .
Coming back to the proof of theorem, we may assume that pi = pj when i = j.
Let us fix α > 0, pk = (p1k , . . . , pnk ) ∈ ext ∂cxV (t0, x0). Changing co-ordinates, we may
assume without any loss of generality that pnk > p
n
j for all j = k.
Define the locally Lipschitz function
jF(t, x) = min
j =k V (t, x).
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n−1
0 , y) the generalized gradient of V
j (t0, · ) at
(x10 , . . . , x
n−1
0 , y) and by (V
j )ox(t0, (x
1
0 , . . . , x
n−1
0 , y); · ) the regularized directional deriv-
ative of V j (t0, · ) at (x10 , . . . , xn−10 , y).
Then for every y ∈R such that F(t0, x10 , . . . , xn−10 , · ) is differentiable at y we have
∂F
∂xn
(
t0, x
1
0 , . . . , x
n−1
0 , y
)
max
j =k
(
V j
)0
x
(
t0,
(
x10 , . . . , x
n−1
0 , y
); (0, . . . ,0,1)).
On the other hand, by Proposition 2(b),(
V j
)0
x
(
t0,
(
x10 , . . . , x
n−1
0 , y
); (0, . . . ,0,1))= max
p∈∂cxV j (t0,x10 ,...,xn−10 ,y)
〈
p, (0, . . . ,0,1)
〉
.
Thus
sup
q∈∂∗xnF (t0,x0)
q max
j =k
{
pnj : j = k
}
and therefore 0 /∈ ∂V k
∂xn
(t0, x0) − ∂cxnF (t0, x0). Since V k is locally semiconcave, also
V k(t0, x10 , . . . , x
n−1
0 , · ) is locally semiconcave. Using (7), we get ∂cxnV k(t0, x0)=
∂V k
∂xn
(t0, x0). From the implicit function theorem (cf. [15, p. 255]), there exist 0 < δ < ε
and a Lipschitz function ψk(·) : [t0 − δ, t0] ×Bδ(x10 , . . . , xn−10 ) → R such that
ψk
(
t0, x
1
0 , . . . , x
n−1
0
)= xn0
and for all t ∈ [t0 − δ, t0], (x1, . . . , xn−1) ∈ Bδ(x10 , . . . , xn−10 ),(
V k − F )(t, x1, . . . , xn−1,ψk(t, x1, . . . , xn−1))= 0.
For all t ∈ [t0 − δ, t0] define
Σk(t) := {(x1, . . . , xn−1,ψk(t, x1, . . . , xn−1)):(
x1, . . . , xn−1
) ∈ Bδ(x10 , . . . , xn−10 )}.
Then Σk(t) is a Lipschitz hypersurface of dimension n − 1 and graph(Σk) is a Lipschitz
hypersurface of dimension n. Fix any(
t, x1, . . . , xn−1
) ∈ [t0 − δ, t0] ×Bδ(x10 , . . . , xn−10 )
and set
x = (x1, . . . , xn−1,ψk(t, x1, . . . , xn−1)).
We claim that (t, x) ∈ Σ . Indeed V k(t, x) = F(t, x) = minj =k V j (t, x). On the other hand,
V (t, x) = mini V i(t, x). This implies that for some j = k, V k(t, x) = V j (t, x) = V (t, x).
Consider optimal trajectories yk, yj for problems (Pk), (Pj ) with (t0, x0) replaced by (t, x).
Then yk, yj are also optimal for (1), (2) with (t0, x0) replaced by (t, x). Since δ < ε, we
know that yk = yj . From Theorem 6(b) we deduce that V (t, · ) is not differentiable at x.
From Theorem 6(c) we also know that there exists a co-state p corresponding to yk such
that −p(t) ∈ ∂∗xV k(t, x) and −p(t) ∈ ∂∗xV (t, x). Since Lim sup(s,z)→(t0,x0) ∂∗xV k(s, z) =
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claim of theorem is proved.
From the very definition of Σk and finiteness of the set ∂∗xV (t0, x0) we deduce that there
exist j = k and graph(Σk)  (tν, xν) → (t0−, x0) such that V j (tν, xν) = V k(tν, xν) =
V (tν, xν). Consider (τ, ξ) ∈ Lim supν→∞ Tgraph(Σk)(tν, xν). We claim that
〈pk − pj , ξ 〉 +
(
H(t0, x0,−pk)−H(t0, x0,−pj )
)
τ  0. (8)
Indeed, taking a subsequence and keeping the same notations, we can find
Tgraph(Σk)(tν, xν)  (τν, ξν) → (τ, ξ).
Given ν ∈ N, let hι → 0+, (τι, ξι) → (τν, ξν) be such that (tν + hιτι, xν + hιξι) ∈
graph(Σk). From the Lebourg theorem (cf. [15, Theorem 2.3.7]), we obtain the existence
of a number θι ∈ [0,1] satisfying(
V k − V j )(tν + hιτι, xν + hιξι) = hι〈(pιt ,pιx), (τι, ξι)〉,
for some (pιt , pιx) ∈ ∂c(V k − V j )(tν + θιhιτι, xν + θιhιξι). Since
V k(tν + hιτι, xν + hιξι) = V (tν + hιτι, xν + hιξι) and
V j (tν + hιτι, xν + hιξι) V (tν + hιτι, xν + hιξι),
we deduce that 〈(pιt , pιx), (τι, ξι)〉 0.
Since the set-valued map (t, x) ∂c(V k −V j )(t, x) is upper semicontinuous, taking a
subsequence and passing to the limit with ι → +∞, we obtain that
∃(pνt ,pνx) ∈ ∂c(V k − V j )(tν, xν) such that pνt τν + 〈pνx, ξν 〉 0.
From Theorem 6(f) and (7) we know that
∀(pt ,px) ∈ Lim sup
(t,x)→(t−0 ,x0)
{∇V j (t, x)} px = pj and pt = H(t0, x0,−pj )
for j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,m}. Since ∂c(V k − V j )(tν, xν) ⊂ ∂cV k(tν, xν) + (−∂cV j (tν, xν)), any
converging subsequence of {(pνt ,pνx)}ν∈N converges necessarily to an element (pt ,px)
such that
px = pk − pj , pt = H(t0, x0,−pk)−H(t0, x0,−pj )
and we obtain (8).
By Theorem 5,
Cgraph(Σk)(t0, x0) ⊂ Lim sup
ν→∞
Tgraph(Σk)(tν, xν).
So we deduce that(
H(t0, x0,−pk)−H(t0, x0,−pj ),pk − pj
) ∈ Ngraph(Σk)(t0, x0).
In particular, setting nx := pk − pj , nt := H(t0, x0,−pk) − H(t0, x0,−pj ), we get
(nt , nx) ∈ Ngraph(Σk)(t0, x0) and
(pk − pj )nt =
(
H(t0, x0,−pk)−H(t0, x0,−pj )
)
nx,which is the Rankine–Hugoniot type condition. 
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most two elements, then in the above theorem δ > 0 can be chosen in such a way that there
exists exactly one element pi(k) ∈ ∂∗xV (t0, x0) satisfying ∂∗xV (t, x)∩Bα(pi(k)) = ∅ for all
t ∈ [t0 − δ, t0[ and x ∈ Σk(t). To prove this fact, notice first that if δ > 0 is sufficiently
small, then for all t ∈ [t0 − δ, t0[ and x ∈ Σk(t) there exists exactly one j (t, x) = k such
that V k(t, x) = V j (t, x) = V (t, x). We claim that j is independent from (t, x). Indeed let
s ∈ [t0 − δ, t0[ and y ∈ Σk(s). Since graph(Σk) is a Lipschitz hypersurface, there exists
a Lipschitz mapping γ : [0, r] → R such that γ (0) = (t, x), γ (r) = (s, y) and γ ([0, r]) ⊂
graph(Σk). Then V j (t, x) > V j(t,x)(t, x) for all j /∈ {j (t, x), k}. Define
τ := sup{θ ∈ [0, r]: V j (γ (ρ))>V j(t,x)(γ (ρ)) ∀j /∈ {j (t, x), k}, ∀ρ ∈ [0, θ ]}.
Then τ > 0 and either τ = r and V j (γ (θ)) > V j(t,x)(γ (θ)) for all j /∈ {j (t, x), k} and
θ ∈ [0, r], implying that j (t, x) = j (s, y) or there exists θ ∈ [0, r] and j /∈ {j (t, x), k} such
that V j (γ (θ)) = V j(t,x)(γ (θ)). Since for all (θ, z) ∈ graph(Σk) we also have V (θ, z) =
V k(θ, z) = mini V i(θ, z), we deduce that V j (γ (θ)) = V j(t,x)(γ (θ)) = V k(γ (θ)) =
V (γ (θ)). This implies that there exist at least three distinct optimal trajectories to problem
(1), (2) with (t0, x0) replaced by γ (θ). By Theorem 6(c) the set ∂∗xV (γ (θ)) contains at
least three distinct elements, contradicting our assumption.
In this case we also get a stronger conclusion concerning the normal (nt , nx), similar to
the one of [10]. Namely denote by i(k) the unique j = k such that V k = V j on graph(Σk)
and define Wk := Lim supt→t−0 , Σk(t)x→x0 Tgraph(Σk)(t, x). Then from the above proof,
using that V i(k) = V k on graph(Σk), we deduce that for any (τ, ξ) ∈ Wk we get
〈pk − pi(k), ξ 〉 +
(
H(t0, x0,−pk)−H(t0, x0,−pi(k))
)
τ = 0,
and thus that
(nt , nx) :=
(
H(t0, x0,−pk)−H(t0, x0,−pi(k)),pk − pi(k)
) ∈ (spanWk)⊥.
Furthermore, dim(spanWk) = n. Indeed, since graph(Σk) is a Lipschitz hypersurface,
for some l > 0 and for all t < t0, x ∈ Σk(t), z ∈ Rn−1 there exist ζ1, ζ2 ∈ R such that
(1, z, ζ1), (−1, z, ζ2) ∈ Tgraph(Σk)(t, x) and |ζ1| + |ζ2|  l|z|. Hence there exist ζ1 and ζ2
such that (1, z, ζ1), (−1, z, ζ2) ∈ Wk implying that dim(spanWk) n. Since pk = pi(k),
we immediately get that dim (Wk)⊥ = 1 and therefore R (nt , nx) = (Wk)⊥. Hence n is the
generator of (Wk)⊥.
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